Manning Media, Inc.
WWEG-FM & WAFY-FM
Birthday Match Contest
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY TO ENTER OR WIN. A PURCHASE OR PAYMENT DOES NOT INCREASE YOUR
CHANCES OF WINNING.
PHONE CALLS SENT OR RECEIVED; MAY INCUR A CHARGE AS PROVIDED IN YOUR RATE PLAN. MESSAGE
AND DATA RATES MAY APPLY.
This is an Insurance Policy Promotion through Interactive Promotions Group who shall pay the Grand
Prize of $10,000. Manning Media Inc is responsible for paying the $100 birth month match.
PROMOTION DATES: September 28th, 2020 – October 30th, 2020.
A total of 50 attempts (25 on WWEG, 25 on WAFY) once per day weekdays; a maximum of 50
contestants will be given the opportunity to match exactly a predetermined birthday combination which
has been chosen by Interactive Promotions Group. The $10,000 Grand Prize will be awarded to a
contestant who matches exactly the predetermined winning birthday combination.
Current and former employees, family members, agents, successors, or assignees of Manning Media are
ineligible to participate and win.
Contestants will be selected by phone/voice-phone. Not TEXT. A random caller will be chosen.
Only Interactive Promotion Group has knowledge of the winning birthday match numbers. No one at
Manning Media has any knowledge of the winning match numbers. Each of the 50 pre-selected birthday
match numbers were placed in a sealed envelope and labeled for the corresponding date and time of
contest to be broadcast. Game envelopes are in a secured locked location at the offices of Manning
Media.
The contestant acknowledges their voice, name, and birthdate will be broadcast on air. The contestant
also acknowledges the entire pre-qualification and on-air contest will be recorded on video
For each scheduled guess, the contestant will provide their birth month. If it matches with the
predetermined birth month, they win $100. The contestant will also provide the day of their birth and
birth year, if they both match the predetermined day and birth year, they win $10,000 (Grand Prize).
The Grand Prize is insured by Interactive Promotion Group, 518 W Lancaster Ave., Haverford, PA 19041.
To claim prizes, contestant must have proof of identity and birthdate.
CONDITIONS
a. A listener and/or household may only win once during the Promotion and must be 18 years or older.

b. Manning Media is not responsible for any or all technical difficulties during Promotion. Streaming
audio could be delayed for several minutes decreasing a streaming entrant’s chance of participating.
c. Participation in the Promotion constitutes entrant’s and/or winner’s permission for Manning Media,
to use his/her name, prize won, city of residence, recorded voice, and/or likeness for promotional
purposes.
d. Manning Media reserves the right to terminate, suspend, or modify the Promotion at any time,
without notice.
e. Failure to comply with the Promotion rules may result in a contestant’s disqualification solely at the
discretion of Manning Media.
f. All prize items associated with the Promotion are non-transferable.
g. Decisions of Manning Media are final.
h. A copy of the Official Rules is available, during regular business hours, at 880 Commonwealth Ave.
Hagerstown, MD 21740 and 5742 Industry Lane, Frederick, MD 21704.

